Nursery/Reception: Can your child explore weight using different objects? Have
a variety of items of different weights- can your child choose two items and
compare them using the words ‘heavy’, ‘light’, ‘heavier’, ‘lighter’, ‘heaviest’,
‘lightest’. Avoid the common misconception that bigger items are heavier by
providing some small heavy items and some large lighter items.
Year 1 and 2
We have covered all things to do with measurement so please find under home
learning the length and height assessment sheets. Are there any questions that
your children struggle with? If so then this is the area to focus on and re-cap
with your child.

All - Reading/Phonics

-

Can your child explore phonicsplay.co.uk ? There is a free username and
password which you can use. Explore the games on there, click on the tab
that says ‘Resources’ there are some brilliant Phase 2 and Phase 3 games
for your child to try (reception) Most year 1s should be phase 3/4. Some
year 2 should be able to access the higher phases.

-

Nursery/Reception – Sing the alphabet song with your child to name the

letters in order you could point to the letters as you sing them, explain
that the way we say the sounds in this song are the ‘letter names’.

Reception - Then hide different letters around the house (lower case),
can your child find them and practice writing them by themselves? Can
they remember the letter name and the sound it makes, e.g. the sound is
sssss, but the name is s.

Year 1 and 2
•

You are an amazing and famous inventor, and your ideas are sometimes a
little mad! What would you invent and why?

Think About:

•
•

What problem your invention solves.
Who might buy it.

•
•

Any problems you may come across while making it.
What it is made of.

Check:

•

Capital letters and full-stops.

•
•

That you have written in paragraphs
That you have made up a name for your invention.

All – Play some board games together as a family. While you are playing talk to each other about
your day. Discuss some of this things you would like to do once lockdown is over and things go
back to normal. Is there a restaurant that your child would like to go to? What would they order
from the menu? Are they nervous/excited about coming back to school? Do they have any
questions about what school might be like once they go back?

Can you make some crazy hairstyles using cress? You could decorate yogurt pots or empty egg
shells? Cress is really easy and quick to grow, fill your yogurt pots or egg shells with cotton wool.
Sprinkle water onto the cotton wool to make it damp (not too much water), then add your cress
seeds to the cotton wool and watch them grow. Once your cress is tall you could cut it off and
eat it in a sandwich. If you want you could take a picture of your inventive cress heads and email
them to the school office we would love to see them.

